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TYPE 
Fiscally sponsored program by the Fund for the City of New York (for financial and 
administrative support)  

PROGRAM MISSION 

Led by parents impacted by the child welfare system, Rise believes that parents have 
the answers for their families and communities. Our mission is to support parents’ 
leadership to dismantle the current child welfare system, eliminate cycles of harm, 
surveillance and punishment and create communities that invest in families and 
offer collective care, healing and support.  

PROGRAM ORIGINS 

Rise was founded in 2005 through a partnership between the Child Welfare 
Organizing Project, a parent advocacy organization, and Youth Communication, 
publisher of Represent, a magazine by youth in foster care. For 8 years, Rise only 
published a magazine by and for parents impacted by the child welfare system In the 
past 8 years, Rise has grown to be a parent-led organization to provide information 
and support to parents, advocate for urgent policy and practice adjustments to 
reduce the harm of the child welfare system, and organize parents to change 
conditions for families in their communities. Rise runs an annual training, called Rise 
& Shine, for parents to learn fundamentals of advocacy; publishes Rise magazine; 
trains parent advocates to work within the system and in community; and prepares 
parents for law and policy reform to improve community resources and supports for 
families.  

 

COMPONENTS 
 

SIZE OF STAFF 11 staff in parent advocacy 

PARENT ADVOCATES 
Four full-time staff, 2 part-time staff, 6-8 part-time contributors/year, 12-25 paid 
participants/year 

BOARD COMPOSITION  

OTHER STAFF 5 people 

BUDGET 
Through foundation funding, individual philanthropy, contracts, and government 
funding: $550,000 

TARGET POPULATION Parents affected by child welfare in NYC, with national reach. 

IMPACT 

Rise’s interdisciplinary partnerships have allowed it to influence and change power 
dynamics within the child welfare system, contribute to passage of legislation to 
limit the power of the system, and build the power of parents in their individual 
cases, in their communities, and in child welfare justice advocacy.  

COMPENSATION  All parents are paid, either as staff or part-time contributors.  
 

TRAINING RESOURCES 

Individual Level Training: Child welfare history, history of parent advocacy, impact of 
trauma and stress, coping with the emotional Impact of parent advocacy, training on 
writing personal essays, reporting, and writing speeches  
Organization Level Training: Developing and facilitating trainings  
Policy Level Training: Training on the physical and emotional components of public 
speaking, writing and delivering an effective speech, handling question and answer 
sessions 

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL 
WORK 

Rise trains parent advocates who work directly with parents. Rise does not provide 
direct support to individuals except through a weekly community support group for 
NYC families, run with advocates. Rise also develops and publishes information 
about parents’ legal rights and the child welfare process to support parent self-
advocacy. These materials—handouts, videos, etc—are shared on Rise’s website and 



through social media. Rise also works with NYC child welfare agencies to share Rise’s 
informational materials with parents.  

ORGANIZATION LEVEL 
WORK 

PARENT LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 
Rise runs multiple programs each year to elevate parent leadership:   
- RISE & SHINE LEADERSHIP PROGRAM: This 18-week, parent-led program for 

parents with recent child welfare involvement educates parents on child 
welfare history, parent advocacy, trauma and self-care, structural oppression 
and resistance, and community organizing. It prepares graduates to continue at 
Rise, be trained as peer advocates, or join community justice movements. 

- RISE MAGAZINE: Parents write and report Rise’s magazine, which publishes 
personal essays and reporting every two weeks.  

- PARENT ADVOCATE TRAINING: Parents who are hired to provide peer support 
to parents involved with the child welfare system are trained through a Rise 
curriculum similar to Rise & Shine but with a focus on the tools of peer 
advocacy including working from your story, vicarious trauma and self-care, 
using Rise’s TIPS tools to inform and support parents, and running circles with 
parents based in restorative justice practices. Advocates are offered ongoing 
support through circles that also support interpersonal and systemic advocacy. 

- PARENTS’ PLATFORM: Through community conversations with impacted 
parents, Rise is developing a platform for community investment to improve 
conditions for families and for restorative and transformative just practices that 
can prevent and repair harm without system involvement.   

POLICY LEVEL WORK 

INFLUENCING CHILD WELFARE PRACTICE 
Rise began to influence child welfare practice by developing trainings for thousands 
of frontline staff, leadership, child protective investigators judges, attorneys and 
CASAs to better understand parents’ experiences of child welfare. This led Rise to 
create concrete tools – handouts, videos – to guide parents through core 
challenges, including visits and service planning, and to publish a white paper on 
improving frontline practice with parents. Most recently, Rise collaborated with 
child welfare and family defense agencies to create structures for incorporating 
these tools into practice with parents. In particular, these practices are designed to 
be done by parent advocates. Rise has successfully organized with other advocates 
to build parent advocate roles into preventive service and foster care contracts. Rise 
now trains those advocates and supports meaningful inclusion of advocates in case 
decision-making.  
WORKGROUP ON ELIMINATING INTERGENERATIONAL PLACEMENT 
For 7 years Rise has run writing and advocacy groups for young parents who grew 
up in foster care and became involved with the child welfare system as parents. Rise 
published Rise magazine issues to provide guidance and support to young parents 
impacted by foster care, published a white paperi outlining policy, law and practice 
changes needed to protect these families, and now partners on a workgroup with 10 
organizations that are creating rights information and advocating to eliminate 
intergenerational foster care placement.  

BUILDING COLLABORATIVES IN GOVERNMENT 
Rise parents advocate at the city and state level for laws that limit the power of the 
child welfare system, protect parents’ rights to their children, and strengthen 
voluntary community-based supports and resources for families to reduce child 
welfare involvement.  Rise parents participate in task forces and coalitions on legal 
and policy solutions. Rise also is beginning to organize parents to reimagine their 
communities and develop a blueprint for how NYC can support families without 
systems of policing and punishment.  

EVALUATIONS 
Rise evaluates all parent training and practice models through frequent feedback 
and data, as well as tracks readership and organizing impact through data.  
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i Blustain, Rachel, et al. “'Where I Come from Doesn't Determine Where I Will Go': A Guide to Partnering with Parents to Break 
The Cycle of Intergenerational Foster Care Placement.” Rise Insights, 2018, pp. 1–35. 


